FROM THE HEAD MASTER
GEELONG GRAMMAR SCHOOL
CORIO, VICTORIA, 3214
052 - 73 9200

3rd September

Dear Andrew,

I write as a result of a visit made to us this morning by
REDACTED

She reports:

She is finding it difficult
not to be the object of what is felt to
be special attention in terms of
visits, phone calls, & invitations. He
just wants to be treated like everybody
else, needs space, it does not
mean how to deal with additional
attention. Indeed, it is causing
problems with our pupils.

Not she wrote on the 6th August
writing not her ever would deal with
the matter, as it appears not be here done

Not believed asked her to
see me about it, so she did this
morning.

I must say:

Not

BLD

is not in any way

BLD

approved out

BLD

Not you report being to the

REDACTED

by us 6/8/91, indicating
That you will indeed comply with her request (copy to me please).

We should talk about it again once you have

Your sincerely,